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I am strongly opposed
I'd like to register my strong personal opposition to replacing the existing Redondo power generating facility with a
new natural gas facility. I'll admit I was very excited to hear of the planned demolition of the old facility - to call the
three generating facilities on the LA coastline eyesores is an understatement, but more than that the seaside, upwind
positioning of them assuredly contributes significantly to LA's smog problem.
Of course, my real opposition to the proposed facility is neither that it would be an eyesore (it would be) nor that it
would contribute to smog (it would, though certainly less than the current facilities - natural gas is incredibly cleanburning compared to coal, both in terms of polutants and in terms of CO2 emission per unit energy produced).
The real source of my opposition is natural gas itself. How could that be, if it's so much cleaner than coal (it is)?
Methane itself is a greenhouse gas roughly 21 times as potent in the atmosphere as CO2. What this implies is a
roughly 2% leakage break-even point for environmental impact, coal vs CO2. That is, if >2% of the natural gas used
to supply a particular end-use leaks to atmosphere before delivery, you may as well have run the end-use on coal.
Current estimates of worldwide natural gas production place leakage, mostly at wellheads and through cast iron
pipelines, at a MINIMUM of 3.5%, with realistic figures as high as a 10% overall industry average. See
http://www.nature.com/news/methane-leaks-erode-green-credentials-of-natural-gas-1.12123
Not only is the Redondo generating station footprint in a populated, upwind, economically expanding location poorly
suited to hosting a power plant or other heavy industrial site, the proposed replacement is significantly worse for the
environment overall.

